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Abstract- The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is an upshot of the enduring relationship between Pakistan and 
China. It is an umbrella venture proposed under China’s “One Belt, One Road” initiative.CPEC is an exertion for 
supercharging the China-Pak relationship in order to pressurize India for safeguarding footing in the Arabian Sea capable 
of empowering Chinese PLAN to project influence across the Indian Ocean.Delhi has been importing most of its 
requirements of oil from OPEC countries of the Middle East through the Strait of Hormuz.This transportation marine 
route of oil from countries of the Middle East towards Indian ports is enormously substantial for India. New Delhi 
seemingly believes that China and Pakistan may block the route of ships carrying Indian oil in case of any conflict.India 
sees the emergent China-Pak strategic connections and substantial investments by China in Gwadar as a hurdle against its 
intents to access the CAR’s and Afghanistan for conceivable trading linkages through bypassing Pakistan.This research 
aims for analyzing Challenges to China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) with respect to the Indian perspectiveand 
opines thatIndiausuallyinterprets its correlation as to be a zero-sum game vis-a-vis Pakistan.The consideration of Indo-
Pak relationship as to be of a zero-sum strategic equation means that the gain of one’s is the loss of the other. This 
aggressive approach has created an environment of security dilemma in South Asia. 

Keywords:Silk Route, Kashgar, Indian Ocean,OBOR, Middle East, PLAN. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)being the newestmutualprojectisan upshot ofthe 
enduringrelationship between Pakistan and China.It is believed to be a landmark joint venture marking a 
novel era of geostrategic and commercialcollaborationamongthe two “all-weather” friends.Initially, CPEC 
wasprojected during a visit to Pakistan by the Premier of China Li-Keqiang in May2013 (Bhattacharjee, 2015). 
Subsequently, secretariat of CPEC had been established in August 2013, at Islamabad 
foracceleratingexecution of the project(Hussain and Hussain, 2017). The Prime Minister of Pakistan during 
his visit to China in April 2014 further discussed the proposalto his counterpart. China declared in November 
2014 that it willfinance companies of China for building road infrastructure and projects related tothe energy 
of worth  US$46 billion as a part of the CPEC project in Pakistan (Bhattacharjee, 2015).CPEC has been an 
umbrella ventureproposed under China’s “One Belt, One Road” OBOR initiative declared by National 
Development and Reform Committee (NDRC) in March 2015 (Markey and West, 2016). During the visit of 
Chinese President Xi Jinping to Pakistan, this agreement was officially signed on April 20, 2015 (Cheng and 
Lim, 2016). 

CPEC being a flagship project of OBORis ofenormousprominence for both Pakistan and China. It has been seen 
as not only advantageousto China and Pakistan but also forthe whole region and trans-region. It is for that 
reasonsubstantial for Pakistan to ensure its successful execution(Rifaat and Maini, 2016).Chinesestrategy for 
the revival of the old Silk Route is an aspiringconceptbuilt on multifacetedcollaboration. This initiative 
encompasses two components. Firstly a terrestrialroute or an economic beltinter-connecting China with 
European’s throughthe South and Central Asian states. Secondly, the Maritime Silk Route (MSR) intends for 
the creation of a marine corridor amid China and Europe throughthe Indian Ocean (Baruah, 2018).CPEC as an 
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enormousdevelopment projectof US$62 billion by China’s Silk Road Fund has been hailed to be a “game-
changer”in the geopolitical realities of South Asia between Pakistan and China(Naseer, 2017). It is considered 
to be one of the biggest initiatives of the worldmeant for endorsingregional connectivity and providing funds 
for financingthe development of infrastructure (Baruah, 2018).With China’sassurance forthe investment of 
US$46 billion, CPEC will interweave China’s Western part ofKashgarto Gwadar port in the Arabian Sea 
through a network of highway and railwayby the eastern, central, and western routes emanating from 
Gwadar (Ejaz, 2016).The architects ofthe initiativeenvisagefor building networks of roads, highways, railway 
lines, pipelinesof oil and gas,seaports, as well as parks of information technology alongside the route (Baruah, 
2018). 

CPEC investment is part ofthe Chinese stratagem of OBORcomprisingthe ancient Silk Route Economic Belt 
and Maritime Silk Route of the 21st Century (Caixin, 2014).Itoriginates at the Western part of Chinese Kashgar 
in the Uighur Autonomous Region of Xinjiang and culminates at Gwadar port inBaluchistan Province of 
Pakistan(Baruah, 2018).ItadjoinsKashgar to GwadarthroughKhunjarab Pass lying across the Karakorum 
Range and traversingnearly 3,000 Km(Ali, 2015).CPEC aims to provideinterlinksthrough Pakistan by means 
ofroad highway and railway linessupplemented by developmentschemes in energy, dry ports, commercial 
zones, industrial parks, and pipeline networks(Markey and West, 2016).The china-Pakmutualinitiativehas 
beenenvisioned forinvestment enhancement, trading and commercialcollaboration. CPEC project may be 
consummated over a period of 15 years in four phases (Cheng and Lim, 2016).The execution period of all the 
schemesunder CPEC is spread in four phasesfor 15 years: early harvest venturesexpected forcompletion by 
2018, plans of short-term by 2020, medium-term schemes by 2025, and long-term to be concluded by the 
year 2030 (Hussain and Hussain, 2017). 

CPEC may offerinnumerableprospects for Pakistan and other states of the region; evolving dynamics of the 
region can minimize or enlarge these opportunities.CPECbeing a geostrategic choice for both China and 
Pakistan is aninclusive and far-reachingconception.The importance of CPEC predominantlyconsists of three 
wide-ranging points: first, it couldresuscitatethe stagnant economy of Pakistan and enhance its power to 
counterbalance the hegemonic designs of India in the region; second, it maygeneratenew jobs and 
increasesocietalwell-being in Pakistan; third, it will offer a pivot for Chineseen route for the Indian Ocean and 
evadedevastatingsupremacy of India in marine potentiality(Jia, 2017).Furthermore, China aims to elevate its 
deprived westernmost regions out of poverty through CPEC, to aidcompanies of China through the state and 
lending by the bank which could return higherincomes and may also subsidizethe economy of China, and for 
securing easy admittance to effective and reliablemaritime routes forthe transport of energy 
resources(Johnson, 2016). 

CPEC offersprospects for addressing most of its more embedded organizational problems of Pakistan and 
forenhancement of the living standard of its people. Pakistan, regardless of its enormousinnate potentiality 
and its geographicimportance, has been struggling for recovery of economic turmoil over the past few 
decades. This state of affairs has to be-owing for a large number of contributoryelements, comprisinga lack of 
interior security situations that rejectingoverseas investments and the crisis of energy shortage that has 
brought commercialprogression towards a halt(Rifaat and Maini, 2016). The advent of Pakistan at the 
forefront of China’s BRI has made it a pivotal point for observingthe deliberateinsinuations of the quickening 
rise of China(Schwemlein, 2019).Gwadar being transformed into a marine base of China may provide 
anenduring platform to China’s PLAN(Hussain, Hussain, Ahmed, Quddus, Rafiq and Pham, 2021) in the Indian 
Oceanto the extent that it would turn out to beachallengeforthe military and diplomatic abilities of India in 
the regional set up(Kanwal, 2018). 

CPEC isan exertionfor superchargingthe China-Pak relationship in order to pressurize India for 
safeguardingfootinginthe Arabian Sea capable of empowering Chinese PLAN(Hussain, Hussain, Ahmed, 
Quddus, Rafiq and Pham, 2021) to project influencethrough the region ofthe Indian Ocean (Schwemlein, 
2019).Gwadarpossessesgeostrategic potentiality to be convertedinto China’snaval base (Gill, 2019).The 
China-Pakrelationshiphas appeared at a time of escalating powers in Asia, fluctuatingdynamics of regional 
power, and enhancing strategic antagonism(Schwemlein, 2019).It has been projected as being a game-
changer initiative for the South Asian region and predominantlyfor Pakistan (Durrani, Bilal and Kalim, 
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2017).CPEC maytransmutethe destiny of China and Pakistan and it wouldamazingly affect states of South 
Asia,as well as the shape of the global trade (Shoukat, 2015). 

Indian Perspective and Challenges to CPEC 

Pakistanhas to face strategic threats from Indiasince its inception. Pakistan and China consider India as 
amutual adversary with respect to the regional geostrategic interests. The US is shifting its interests under 
the changing dynamics of the region from Pakistan to India. Pakistan in a similar wayhas also been moving 
towards China due to the geostrategic circumstances based on the commonality of their national interests in 
the region (Durrani, Bilal and Kalim, 2017).CPEC and the consequentprobability of Gwadar for becoming 
anaval base of China, and emergingChina-Pak strategiccollaboration has become themain source of security 
concern for India. Parallel to the CPEC project, China has ensured Pakistan for supplying eight submarines 
worth US$4 billion to US$5 billion as militaristic hardware beyond the CPEC venture(Detsch, 2015).This 
agreementadditionallyunderpinsthe US and India’s concernswith respect to Gwadar portto be utilized as a 
major naval base for the expansion of the blue-water fleetof PLAN in the Arabian Sea vis-a-vis Chahbahar port 
about 72 Kmin the west of Gwadar (Hussain, 2020)and planning of India for the development of a “North-
South Corridor”through Iran’s Chahbahar and Afghanistan towards Central Asia. Itmay providean alternative 
trade routeto India and anentranceway for accessing Afghanistan and Central Asian Republics as Pakistan has 
rejected a proposal by India, raised at the platform of (SAARC) the South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation for allowinga transportation route to the transporters of  Indiatowards Afghanistan via Pakistan 
(Mahajan, 2015). 

It is anticipated that India as an adversary of Pakistan has not beenhappy with projects of development in 
Pakistan under CPEC. The government of India and its intelligence organizations are playing the role of an 
enemy to disruptthe CPEC venture because it has to beconsidered as being a regional game-changer project. 
India has perceived a feeling of Xeno-centrismby CPEC because itdesires for being aSouth Asianhegemon.The 
significance of CPEC maydrawconsideration of the entireworld and will reorganizethe region of South Asia 
(Shoukat, 2015).Consequently, China will utilizeGwadar as a marine base for the containment strategy of 
theinfluence of India in the region(Hussain, 2020). New Delhi is frighteneddue to China’sintents under its 
“string of pearls” stratagemregardingthe encirclement of India,and also investments of China in Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Nepal. In this way,intentions and measures of Chinaare seen to bea 
deliberate effort to surround India (Ishaq, Ping and Ahmed, 2017). 

India is worriedabout China’s emergentstrategic footholds in South Asia and IOR. The presence of China’s 
PLAN at Gwadar may poseseriousthreats to India. It is articulated that the CPEC plan by China and Pakistan 
has to be initiated not only for commercialobjectives, but it is also driven for geostrategic intentions 
forbesiegingof India (Javaid, 2016).India perceivesCPEC in contradiction to its geostrategic interests. Delhihas 
been importing most of its requirements of oil through OPEC countries of the Middle East. Indian vessels 
containing oilhave to pass through the Strait of Hormuz for shipment of oil to westernmost Nhava-Sheva in 
Mumbai, Mundra in Gujrat and Kandlaports. This transportation marine route of oil from countries of the 
Middle East towards Indian portsis enormouslysubstantial for India. New Delhiseemingly believes that China 
and Pakistan may block the route of ships carrying Indian oil in case of any conflict. India considers that both 
China and Pakistan could limitthe functioning of Chahbahar, which has to be projected as Indian 
counterbalancingof Gwadar in lieu of CPEC (Safdar, Muhammad and Asghar, 2020). 

India and Pakistan have strategicdesires with respect to Central Asian Republics. Pakistan has admittance to 
Central Asia through Afghanistanwhereas India has beencreatingdifficulties in Afghanistan for Pakistan. 
Pakistan is confrontinginterventionist threatsby India. The internalinstability of Pakistan is also to be 
associated with Indiaas part of the Great Game in regional geopolitics(Jiang, 2015).India sees the emergent 
China-Pak strategicconnections and substantial investments by China in Gwadar as ahurdle against its intents 
to access the CAR’s and Afghanistan for conceivable tradinglinkagesthrough bypassing Pakistan (Abid and 
Ashfaq, 2015).According to defenseexperts in Pakistan, India usuallyinterprets its correlation as to be a zero-
sum game vis-a-vis Pakistan and, in this way it resists for any advantage to Pakistan (Bhattacharjee, 
2015).The consideration of Indo-Pakrelationship as to be of a zero-sum strategic equationmeans that the gain 
of one’s is the loss of the other. Thisaggressive approach has created an environment of security dilemma in 
South Asia(Awan, Alvi and Munir, 2019). 
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The military and civilian elite of Pakistanbelieveabout the establishment of a nexus by Indiain order to 
disrupt CPEC (Safdar, Muhammad and Asghar, 2020).The leadership of Pakistan deliberates that Indian 
agencies areinvolved in insurgent activities in Baluchistan to sabotage CPEC by means of providing finance 
and military support to the non-state actors for the escalation of violence in Baluchistan and Karachi(Awan, 
Alvi and Munir, 2019).CPEC is a China-Pak substantialeconomicalcorridor. The success of such corridors is 
associated with the backing of borderingstates and that it may not be opposed by neighboring countries in 
public. New Delhi and India’s media publically expresshostile objections regarding China-Pak determination 
for the development of CPEC (Ikram and Rashid, 2017).India believes CPEC to be a China-Pak strategic 
approach to counterthe interestsof India in the IOR (Gill, 2019). 

Pakistan and India are connected to the geographicalcontiguity and in such a way, the security objectives of 
both countries are linkedto each other (Awan, Alvi and Munir, 2019).India envisages CPEC to be ahurdle 
foremergence asa great Asian power.Therivalryof India towards China and Pakistan has been marked by 
opposition to CPEC based on two strategic reasons.Primarily, CPEC enhances prospects of China for becoming 
a powerful hegemon by emerging asa regional superpower; secondly, CPEC may transform Pakistan into be a 
stable and powerful regional actor and to be a challenge for the hegemony of India(Safdar, Muhammad and 
Asghar, 2020).India and the US are not comfortablewith the bilateral agreement of CPEC by Pakistan and 
China (Shoukat, 2015).India has beencreatingobstacles for the development of Pakistan and trying to 
sabotage CPEC by its reliance on the US (Durrani, Bilal and Kalim, 2017) because a flourishing and established 
Pakistan is not to be suitable for India (Safdar, Muhammad and Asghar, 2020).  India is also seekingsupport 
and assistance from Israel and the US against China-Pak regional designs (Awan, Alvi and Munir, 2019). 

In the perspective of India, CPEC has marked Chinese emergence as being aprincipal strategic partner of 
Pakistan by replacing the US at the time of a comparative US decline,worseningthe China-
USrelationship,enhancing the Indo-USrelations, and evolving tensions between Beijing and New Delhi(Menon, 
2016).India perceivesCPEC as a continuingstrategy of China for aprotectedadmittance tothe Indian Ocean by 
theoperative control of Gwadar which may strengthenthe influence of China for the containment of the 
Indiandream for supremacy in the South Asian regiondespite its enhanced leverage on Pakistan 
(Bhattacharjee, 2015).India envisagesCPEC as part of a naval power projection of China’s PLAN in the Indian 
Ocean (Baruah, 2018). 

CPEC is viewed by the Indian navy as a strategic approach for having dominance and the permanent marine 
presence of China in the IOR. The development of Pakistan and China’snaval ships and joint military exercises 
in the Arabian-Sea will pose security threats for India to beevolved by CPEC (Gill, 2019).India is afraid that 
China desiresfor entrance to the warm waters of the Indian-Ocean for taking control of the regional trading 
sea routes, and energy reservoirs of Central Asia (Ishaq, Ping and Ahmed, 2017).Indian security expertsassert 
that Chinese workersto be working on various projects of CPEC belong to PLAN’s engineering wing. India 
considersthe presence of Chinesemilitary personnel as potential intimidation to thesecurity interests of India 
and perceives it to be an agenda of supremacy in the region.India has beenraising voice against CPEC at every 
platform and trying to dismantle it by all political and diplomatic means. India mayutilizeevery strategy to 
derailthe development of CPEC at anyprice, which indicates that the establishment of Gwadar and progress in 
Pakistan is not to be digested by India. New Delhi desiresCPEC to be failed while utilizing all possible tactics 
(Shoukat, 2015).Fearing of investment through CPEC by Chinain the region, India has been 
falsifyingwrongallegationswith respect to the interlinking of the issues of territorial resistance and regional 
permanencyto CPEC(Nazir, 2016).The reservations of India on CPEC have opened a new strategic front 
between Pakistan and India(Safdar, Muhammad and Asghar, 2020). 

Indiais opposing CPEC due to its routes passing throughKashmir and Gilgit Baltistan to be administered by 
Pakistan which is claimed by India to be a territory of its own. India’s major apprehension about CPEC is that 
Gwadar could be used as a China’s marine base for its prolonged blue-waters fleet and its operations from the 
IOR. Pakistan claims India of collaborating with non-state actors to interruptCPEC by fueling insurgent 
activities in Baluchistan. It is expected thatIndo-Pak unhealthy relationshipsmay cast its shadows over the 
execution of CPEC (Naseer, 2017).China-Pakstrategic correlationposes a challenge for the establishment of 
regional hegemony by India. New DelhiinterpretsCPEC and Gwadar to be suspiciouswith respect to its impact 
regarding the naval balance of power in IOR(Barber, 2014).India considers that CPEC will establish the foot-
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holdingof China in IOR which may challenge the nautical posture of India (Baruah, 2018).A 
majorapprehension for India regarding CPEC is that it will enable Beijing tothe utilization of its existence for 
the advancement of its strategic objectives of national interest in the region (Shoukat, 2015).Indiaworries 
about CPEC and China-Pakstrategic connections in a sense to beassociated withthe emerging presence 
andenhancing the influence of Chinain the IOR and South Asia, becauseBeijing has remained engaged to the 
neighboring countries of India during the last decade through military and economic support. India 
perceivesthe emergent profileof China as its encirclement in the region (Rifaat and Maini, 2016). 

India believes CPEC andChina-Pakstrategic coalitionadversarial to the Indian dream of supremacy in Asia. 
India desires to berecognized as themain power of South Asia andthe globalworld(Safdar, Muhammad and 
Asghar, 2020).Security and political analystsof India have been viewing CPEC to be a significant venture 
having geopolitical and security implications for India in a futuristicbroader context (Markey and West, 
2016).New Delhi deliberates it indispensable for makingCPEC a failed project(Safdar, Muhammad and 
Asghar, 2020).The Indian government has established close links with the dominated government of 
Northern Alliance in terms of economic and security perspectives in anoncoastal Afghanistan by soft 
ventures. Delhi has invested about US$100 million for building a lengthy road of 220KmlinkingNimroz 
province of Afghanistan with Chahbahar port of Iran(Nazir, 2016). 

New Delhi has been spending US$20 billion in Iran as well asit is constructing Salma Dam and also making an 
investment of about US$300 million in Herat a province of Afghanistan. India has beenextendingits 
relationship with Iran and Afghanistan to counterbalance Gwadar with Chahbahar. Delhi is attracted to the 
natural resources of gas in Afghanistan, but due to antagonisticrelationships with Pakistan, it is not feasible 
for India to import. Therefore India is developingChahbahar port in Iran. With the development of Chahbahar, 
India may be in a position to bypass Pakistan(Shoukat, 2015). India apparentlyconsiders that China will 
station its naval forces in Gwadar, which mayintrudeworking of India’s Chahbahar port and could also be able 
to cut offenergy supplies of India coming throughthe Middle East(Hussain, 2020). In order to counterbalance 
CPEC India has established a nexus in the region of the Middle-East. China's string of pearls strategy has been 
viewed by Delhi in a widerperspective. China has been developing many ports in the IOR such as Pakistan’s 
Gwadar, Sri Lanka’s Hambantota, Bangladeshi and also Myanmar’s KyaukPyu. India deliberatesa string of 
pearls strategy of China as containment of India (Safdar, Muhammad and Asghar, 2020). 

The endorsednarrative of India is based on the speculation that CPEC passes throughassumedterritories of 
Indiawhich is considered to be a violation of its sovereignty (Baruah, 2018).New Delhi has also articulated its 
apprehensionsabout the route of CPEC crossing Gilgit-Baltistan, which is claimed by India as a part of the 
disputed area of Jammu and Kashmir (Bhattacharjee, 2015) and to be viewed as a China’s support for 
Pakistaniright on the territory by Indians (Mahajan, 2015).India has reservations that in order to provide 
legal cover to CPEC, Pakistan is consideringup-gradationof the legitimate status of Gilgit-Baltistan as the 5th 
province of Pakistan.Ithas to be concluded with respect to the narrative of India regarding CPEC that it is like 
a potpourri of dissimilarestimations. There existscustomary skepticism regarding CPEC. There has also to be 
a pragmatic point of view by the sections of the strategic community, who believe that CPEC could offer 
trilateral advantages for China, Pakistan, and India(Rifaat and Maini, 2016). 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

It is imperative to conclude that CPEC is an upshot of the enduring relationship between Pakistan and China. 
CPEC as an enormous development project of US$62 billion by China’s Silk Road Fund has been hailed to be a 
“game-changer” in the geopolitical realities of South Asia between Pakistan and China. It is considered to be 
one of the biggest initiatives of the world meant for endorsing regional connectivity and providing funds for 
financing the development of infrastructure. The US is shifting its interests under the changing dynamics of 
the region from Pakistan to India. Pakistan in a similar way has also been moving towards China due to the 
geostrategic circumstances based on the commonality of their national interests in the region. CPEC will 
interweave China’s Western part of Kashgar to Gwadar port in the Arabian Sea through a network of highway 
and railway by the eastern, central, and western routes emanating from Gwadar. Gwadar being transformed 
into a marine base of China may provide an enduring platform to China’s PLAN in the Indian Ocean to the 
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extent that it would turn out to be a challenge for the military and diplomatic abilities of India in the regional 
set up. India perceives CPEC in contradiction to its geostrategic interests. New Delhi is frightened due to 
China’s intents under its “string of pearls” stratagem regarding the encirclement of India, and also 
investments of China in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Nepal.  

The rivalry of India towards China and Pakistan has been marked by opposition to CPEC based on two 
strategic reasons. Primarily, CPEC enhances prospects of China for becoming a powerful hegemon by 
emerging as a regional superpower; secondly, CPEC may transform Pakistan into be a stable and powerful 
regional actor and to be a challenge for the hegemony of India. India is afraid that China desires for entrance 
to the warm waters of the Indian-Ocean for taking control of the regional trading sea routes, and energy 
reservoirs of Central Asia. New Delhi interprets CPEC and Gwadar to be suspicious with respect to its impact 
regarding the naval balance of power in IOR.The establishment of peace and security in the region of South 
Asia is to be conditioned with the Indo-Pak productive role. Being a flagship project of OBOR is of enormous 
prominence not only advantageous to China and Pakistan but also for the whole region and trans-regions. 
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